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New York 
fashion brand Public and Jordan Brand; School had the first cooperation with Air Jordan 12 as the creative blueprint is a surprise,
surprise the strength of the strong cooperation for the first time will be able to get the best selling shoes as partners. With further
cooperation, both running degree is more and more high, in the latest PSNY x Air Jordan cooperation, continue to release the 12
power, this time the launch of three limited color turmeric, wine red, dark green, on behalf of New York, Milan, Paris city three. It is
reported that this new work will be in June 28th in the SNKRS APP Chinese limited sale, whether or not to follow the simultaneous
release, still needs to be confirmed. 
Air Jordan I is so popular, in addition to the meaning behind the OG series, shoes, color combinations will also collide with
unexpected surprises. Before the Jordan Brand Air Jordan I Retro OG released a new High "Sail" color, so many fans of shoes and
returning to the feeling of "love at first sight". In the end, all in the upper white building, only ornament color is the tongue Nike Air
words; though the color integration, but with rich texture details or let talent shows itself if you feel too monotonous; and also can be
replaced with red shoelaces. Air Jordan I Retro OG High "Sail" will be 20 this month on sale, clean all-match color, you deserve. 
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